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MODULE PURPOSE:

The purpose of this module is to enable participants to develop a knowledge of the law of contract so

that the learner is able to recognise valid contracts and is able to indicate the options available where
a contract does not meetthe requirements for a valid contract
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Nil

CONTENTSUMMARY:
. Formation of acontract
. Termsofa contract

. Vitiating elements of a contract
. Termination of acontract

. Remedies for breach of a contract

,

LEARNINGOUTCOME7

BCPLAINTHEREQUIREMENTSFORTHEFORMAnONOFA CONTRACT
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

Read Lang: Chapter 3 Entering into a contract-reaching a concluded agreement

The following notes are an expansion on Lang and greater detailwhere it is thought to be necessary.
The law of contractin Australia is essentially, the common law but statute law is becoming more an

more important. There are a number of statutes that affect contracts butthese are peripheral to the

common law base. The development of contractual law is illustrated by the following:
.

A trend from a policy of laissez-faire tolerance (buyer beware or caveat emptoi) for almost all
contracts, to an era of legislative protection forthe consumer (venditorbeware) but

particularly against harsh, misleading, or unconscionable conduct.
. A rationalization of contract law with the disappearance of a number of legal inconsistencies,
and fictions

DEFINITION OFACONTRACT

A contractis an agreement between two or more parties under which all parties make promises an
which they intend to be legally binding. Therefore, there can be agreement on a fact SUG as e s y
is blue" butthis is not a contract as no promises are being made. However, ifthe state men is

expanded to "the sky is blue therefore I will take you fishing if you pay forthe boat an e o er
party accepts, then this is an agreement with promises.

INTENTION: The agreement cannot be a contract unless the parties intend to enter into a ega y

binding relationship. This will depend upon the intention of the parties supported by the to s an

circumstances of the agreement. For example, ifthe above agreement is between a a er an son

on holiday, most likely there is no intention to enter into a legal relationship and there ore, i is no a
contract. Other"social arrangements'that are riot contracts would include agreements re a ing o

pocket money and housekeeping money. However, ifthe agreement is between two pro essiona.
purposes ("business" agreements) it can be inferred that there is an intention to enter into a legal

fishermen who are dependent upon each other and often enter into such an arrangemen or usines
relationship, and therefore, the agreement is a contract.

Following from agreement is the necessity for certainty. Ifthere is uncertainty abouttenns in e
"agreement", there can be no contract. For example, in real estate transactions w ere e amoun
the purchase price is unclear or uncertain. However, the courts will try to save uric ear con r^ s

wherever possible(Hillas vArcos (1932) 147 LT 503) but ifthey cannot, the agreement is void
because of uncertainty (Hallv BussO.

REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTIONS

In deciding the law, judges often startwith a rebuttablepresumption. This is an inference a e aw
requires to be drawn from the facts of the case and is conclusive until disprove orre u e y

evidence to the contrary. That is, the on us of proof is on the person trying to disprove e
presumption.
EXAMPLES IN CONTRACT

From the fishing scenarios above it can be see that the courts have two basic presump ions in
contract

. That a commercial ortrade agreement is binding on the parties *
. A social orfamily agreement is not.

.

,

An example of the last presumption is an agreement between husband and wife concerning
housekeeping money. The presumption is that it is a social agreement and therefore riot legally
binding. However, it can be rebutted based on the facts of the case. For example, ifthere is
animosity between the two parties (MOGregor vMCGregor(1888) 21 QBD 424) or ifthe husband had
left the wife to live with another woman (Menitt v Meintt[1970] I WLR 1/20.

The law is only concerned with the intention of the parties to enter into legally binding relations and is
not concerned with whether or notthe motives of the parties are 'good or"bad . EXAMPLE:If an

informant following a reward notice informs the police only to "ease her conscience and not forthe
sake of the reward", she is still entitled to the reward despite her motive (Williams v Cannardine

(1833) 172 ER 1100. However, the purpose that is the subject of the contract cannot be an illegal
purpose. For example, a lease agreement entered into to use premises for an illegal casino ("illegal
gaining house") will be struck down by the courts even though it may otherwise be a valid contract.
SELF LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Do not send to your supervisor. Check your answers in the glossary at the end of this module.
Using Lang and other textbooks such as Latimer, briefly define the following terms:
. Quasicontracts

. Formal contracts. See s54A Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSVV) and Statute of Frauds
(ACT). See AppendixA
. Recognizances
. Deeds

.
.
.
.
.

Contractsunderseal
CourtsofRecord
BillsofExchange
Informal contract
Executed contract

. Executory contract
. Bilateral contract
. Unilateral contract

THE ELEMENTS OFACONTRACT

In considering contractual law it is convenient to divide a contract into the following elemental but
necessary parts:
. Offer and acceptance

. The two together, constitute the agreement)
. The consideration

. Intention of the parties

. The capacity pf the parties
. Legality of the contract

Whether or not a contractis valid can be analyzed under these heads. This is the method adopted in
Lang

,

,., EXPLAIN THE REQUIREMENTS OFAN OFFERANDACCEPTANCE IN ORDERFOR
AVALIDCONTRACTTO EXIST

Read Lang: Chapter3 Entering into a contract-reaching a concluded agreement
INVITATION To TREAT

It is important in real estate to be able to distinguish between an invitation to treat and an offer. This

is because the real estate salesperson is not bound or obligated by promises during the invitation to

treat period. It is not an offer but a willingness to trade, negotiate, or invite an offer. Typical
invitations to treat are

. Advertisements by the agent. Real estate section in the local newspaper.
Displays in window of the real estate office
Real estate catalogues - Granger v Gough 1,8961 AC 325 For example, a multilist booklet
of properties being offered for sale

.
.

Because it is not an offer, the agent is not forced to sellthe advertised or displayed property upon a

request to do so by the intending purchaser. Instead, the purchaser is making an offer that the agent
may or may not accept on behalf of his/her principal.
ACTIVITY

Do not submit to your supervisor

When is a contractfonned between a supermarket and the customer? See PhannaceuticalSociety v
Boots 1,9531 I QB 401.

An intending real estate purchaser may revoke his/her offer any time before it is accepted by the

agenVvendor. However, the revocation must be brought to the knowledge of the agent. For example,

ifthe intending purchaser sends the revocation by mail it is riot effective untilthe letter is received y
the offereelfthe offeree has sent his acceptance in the mode required by the offeror before he/she
receives the revocation, it is a contract even though the offeror has riot received the acceptance

(Byme & Co v Van Tienhoven (1880) LR 5 CPD 344) (see the postal rule below). Forthe offerorto
rely upon revocation as a defence he/she must show:

. That he/she had sentthe notice of revocation. For example, a FAX record
o The offeree has received knowledge of the revocation. For example, a FAX record.

REVOCATION BY CONDUCT:If B offers to sellland to A but instead, sells it to C, the sale to C
would constitute a revocation of the offer to A, ifA knows of the sale before he/she has accepted.
EXAMPLE:In Abbott vLance (1860) Legge 1283 L offered to sell his properties to A subject to the
condition that A could have 2 months to inspectthe properties so as to make an offer. L retained the

right to sellto anyone during those 2 months but promised to pay A, 100 pounds ifA made his offer

within 2 months. A was about halfway on his inspection trip of the properties when he received
communication that L had sold the properties to another person. A sued forthe too pounds.
HELD:(Wise J)

The defendantwould have beenbound to acceptthe offer when made although the 2 months had not

expired, ifthe property wasstillunsold, and he hadby his ouniactrendered the pertornmnce of the
contractimpossible, and had, in effect, dispensed with the performance of the condition precedent.

We, therefore, are of opinion that the defendantis liable to pay the 100 pounds. The present case does
not affect the general proposition that an offer may be retracted before acceptance, because we

.

consider that the part-performance of the journey constituted a sufficient consideration to give the
plaintiffa right in the events that have happened

Therefore, if the offer includes an actthat will take time, and a bona fide commencement of the

performance is made by the offeree, it is acceptance of a conditional contract
However, ifthe offeror promises to keep an offer open for a definite period of time he/she can still
withdraw the offer before that time as there is no contract to keep this promise (Offord v Davies

(1826) 142 ER 1336). EXAMPLE:In Roadedge v Grant(1823) 142 ER 1336, G promised R that his

offer to buy R'S house would remain open for6 weeks. HELD: That G could withdraw the offer even
though R had incurred expenses in reliance in G's offer to buy.
OPTIONS

Options to purchase are an important part of the real estate market. However, how legally binding are
they? Ifthe offeree provides consideration (something of value) to the offerorto keep the offer open
for a certain period then the agreement becomes a contract known as an option. Ifthe offeror
breaches the option agreement by selling to a third party or withdrawing the offer, it is a breach of
contract. Ifthe offeree decides to acceptthe option and buy the subject property it is called
"exercising the option"
COUNTEROFFERS

If a counter offer is made, the original offer lapses. However, a mere request for clarification of the
terms or for more information does not nullify the offer

The acceptance of the offer must be strictly in the terms of that offer otheiwise it is a counter offer (
Mobil Oilv Kosta (1969) 14 FLR 343). However, the courts will riot entertain "unreasonableness"

particularly when the offeree has made a bona lide effort to comply with the terms. EXAMPLE:In Ian

HuntervDurham Holdings (1973) 47 ALJR 606 the option agreement required that acceptance was

to be delivered by the expiry date "in the ordinary course of the post. The expiry date was a

Saturday and as the Post Office was closed on that day the acceptance was delivered on the
following Monday. HELD: That the acceptance was validly given as in the ordinary course of the
post" can refer to the normal delivery procedures of the Post Office.
AGREEMENT-TERMS

Although the agreement must be on the terms of the offer, commonly, not alltenns are st^te . n
such a case there must be agreement alleast on the material oressentialterms. Further, the

agreement must apply to the subject matter(Rames v mehelhaus (1864) 2 H & C 906).

Ifthe offeree accepts an offer and the terms have been reasonably broughtto his/her attention, t en

it is presumed that offeree knows the terms. EXAMPLE:If a public transport ticket has special terms
printed on its face, it is presumed that the ticket buyer knows of them even though he/she may e

able to prove that he/she did not read them. However, a conceptual problem does arise in that the
ticket (or concluded contract) is handed to the buyer after he/she has paid their money and
presumably, concluded the contract.

Ifthe contract contains the offeree's signature, he/she is bound by it even though he/she may not
have read it. Ifthe document is unsigned, then the reasonable person testis applied. EXAMPLE:
the ticket or docket containing an exemption clause could have been easily been mistaken or a

receipt. The offeror should bring the exclusion clause to the attention of the offeree (Causer v
Browne 1,9521 VLR I). There are requirements under the Trade Practices Act supplantthe Common
Law in this area of law today

ACCEPTANCE BY PERFORMANCE:Ifthe offeree accepts an offer by responding to the terms of
the offer then there is a contract. EXAMPLE: A writes to B; "I will give you $40 000 if you agree to
build a house on my land". However, B does notreply but instead goes ahead and builds the house.

Strictly speaking the actual performance by B is not within the terms of As offer. owever, or

.

.

convenience, such action is held to be valid acceptance as the actual performance is more valuable
than the mere promise to perform. However, the reverse is riot acceptable where the offeror pays
$40 000 to the offeree who only promises to build the house. The offer contemplates the act of
building a house and not a promise to do so.
ACCEPTANCE THROUGH AN AGENT: For an agentto accept on an offer on behalfofthe

pmcipal, he/she must be authorised to do so (DirectorofPost & Telegraphs vAbbott(1974) 2 ALR
625).
THEPOSTALRULE

Although the FAX machine is becoming more popular as the means for communication between
intending contractual parties, the post is still used to negotiate contracts. Unlike a telephone

conversation orthe use of a FAX machine, the postis slow communication and therefore, its use has

attracted special rules aboutthe acceptance of an offer. The postal rule states that the contract arises

when the offeree puts histher acceptance into the mail box and it is immaterial when the offeror

actually receives it. This rule has been established on the grounds of business efficacy. Ifthe offer is

sentthrough the post and there are no terms within it that specify a different mode of acceptance, it

is implied that the acceptance can be transmitted to the offerorthrough the post. Ifthe letter is never
received, the fault lies with the offeror who could have stipulated a different mode of communication

^rid when the contract would arise (Tallennan v Nathan!s Merchandise (1957) 98 CLR 93). However,
the offeror cannot be too dogmatic aboutthe necessity of a particular mode of acceptance when an

equally expeditious mode would be suitable (Manchester 0100esan v Commercial& General 1,970/11
WLR 242).

1.2 EXPLAIN THE MEANINGAND RULES OFcoNsiDERATioN IN RELATION To THE
FORMATIONOFAVALIDCONTRACT

Read Lang: Chapter4 Enforcing concluded agreement -requirements offbon orconsideration
All simple contracts (non formal contracts) must be supported by consideration. Consideration is
something of value that changes hands between the parties at the date of the contract. Consideration
must be a derrtmentto the promisee. Ifthe promisee is the giving up of something of value including

a fomearing to do something that he/she has a legal right to do, it is consideration (Thomas v
Thomas (1842) 114 ER 330).

EXAMPLE: A offers to sell his house to B for $100,000. B asks for 2 weeks to consider and A agrees

A can sell at any time during the 2 weeks as the promise was riot supported by consideration and
therefore, was not binding. However, if B had given $1to A as part of the option agreement it would
be a contract by which A must abide.

The common law's concept of consideration can reach the heights of absurdity when it is realized

that ANYTHING of value is sufficient consideration to support a simple contract. EXAMPLE:IfA

makes an oral wish to gift histher car to B, there is no contract as there is no consideration given by
B. However, if B gives A an empty matchbox in return, suddenly the common law springs into life
and a binding contract is born!
PROMISSORYESTOPPEL

The tendency for courts to find good consideration has led to the development of the doorrlne

promissory estoppel. It has been applied to lease situations. EXAMPLE:In Hughes v Metropolitan
Railway (1877) 2 App Cas 439, H held a long term lease from MR. He was served with a notice to

make certain repairs within 6 months or he would be evicted. After receiving this notice he entered
into negotiations with the MR concerning the possible purchase of the long term lease however,
these negotiations fellthrough. Within a week after the failure of the negotiations H was served with a
notice to quit as the 6 months had expired and the repairs not completed.
HELD: That H should be granted relief because the effect of MRS entering into negotiations with him

implied suspension of the notice to repair at least forthe period of the negotiations. That is MR was
estopped from denying that the notice had been suspended because of their actions.
The doctrine is not a cause of action itself but rather a defence only. The doctrine operates as a

shield and riot sword (Combe v Combe 1195/11 All ER 76n. More modem examples are Waitons v

Maher(, 988)164 CLR 387, Coinm v Vennayen (1990) 170 CLR 394 and David Securities v Cth
Bank (1992) 66 ALJR 768.

ACTIVITY

Do riot forward to your supervisor.

From your textbooks whatis the "past consideration rule . Using an example, how does it apply to the
sale of real estate?

1.310ENTiFYciRcuMSTANCES INWHicHAN INTENTION To CREATE LEGAL
RELATIONS EXISTS ORDOES NOT EXIST

Read Lang: Chapter 3 Entering into a contract-reaching a concluded agreement
See I. , and 1.2

1.410ENTIFYWHETHERAVALID CONTRACTHAS BEEN FORMED FROM
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN CASESTUDIES PROVIDED
Read'Lang: Chapter 3 Entering into a contract-reaching a concluded agreement
See ,., and 1.2

ASSESSMENT
Work to be forwarded to your supervisor.

Length: 1000 words

"Basic to the English common law on contract are the concepts ofform and consideration"

Analyse the above quotation using the information in outcome I and the textbook. How important are
these parts of contract!aw today? Is there a trend of lessening importance?

LEARNINGOUTCOME2

DETERMINETHESCOPEOFPARTICULARCONTACTS, INDICATING WHETHER
PARTICULARTERMSHAVEBEINCORPORATEDINTOA CONTRACT

ASSESSMENTCRITERIA:

2.1 EXPLAIN, AND PROVIDE EXAMPLES OFTHE PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION
OFACONTRACT

Read Lang: Chapter 3 Entering into a contract-reaching a concluded agreement

Read Lang: Chapter4 Enforcing concluded agreement -requirements of fomiorconsideration
CONTRACTS IN WRITING

Certain contracts such as those overland must be in writing. This is because of the parolevidence
rule. Ifthere is a contractthat has been reduced to writing, verbal evidence is riot allowed to upset
the written terms (State Railway v Heath Outdoor(1986) 7 NSWLR 170). However, a verbal term
may be added to the written contract(Grimes case)

A party is bound to a contract he has signed megardless of whether or not he has read the contract.

However, the signature cannot be obtained by fraud, duress, undue influence, or misrepresentation L'Estranqe v Graucob [1934] 2 KB 394.

In contracts under sealthe necessary elements of bargain and consideration are riot required.
EXAMPLE:IfA wishes to make a gift to B, he cannot do so under a simple contract as it lacks
consideration. It must be effected by way of deed. The deed becomes a binding agreement because
the donor has complied with the requirements of the prescribed form. However the law has been

greatly modified by statute and there is a growing tendency to disregard form. If a document is signed
and expressed to be sealed it will be deemed to be. sealed under the relevant state Acts.

,

2.21NDicATE THE RULES USED To DETERMINEWHETHERSTATEMENTSARE
TERMS OFTHECONTRACTORMERE REPRESENTATIONS
Read Lang: Chapter 5 The terms of the contract

ESSENTIALVERSUS NON ESSENTIAL TERMS (WARRANTIES): The breach of a condition
occurs through the non performance of an essentialterm. The testis as follows:
"The question whether a terniin a contractis a condition or warranty, ie, an essential or a
non-essential proimse, depends upon the intention of the parties as appearing in or from the contract.
The test of essentialits, is whether it appearsttom the general nature of the contract considered as a
whole, orftom some particulartenn or ternrs, that the prointse is of such importance to the proimsee
that he would not have entered into the contract unless he had been assured of a strict or a substantial

performance of the prointse, asthe case may be, and that uns oughtto havebeenapparentto the

prointsor. .. Ifthe innocent party would not have entered into the contract unless assured of a strict and

literal pertonnance of the pronitse, he may in general treat himselfas discharged upon any breach of
the pronitse, however slight. Ifhe contracted in reliance of a substantial pertonnance of the promtise,
any substantial breach will ordinarily justify a discharge. In some cases it is e>, pressly provided that a

particular pronntse is essential to the contract, eg. by a stipulation that it is the basis or of the essence
of the contract. .. but in the absence of express provision the question is one of construction for the

court, when once the tenns havebeen ascertained ..."- Jordan CJ in Trainwoys v Lung Pork (1938) 38
SR (NSW) 632 (641-2)

The intention is construed at the date of contract and not at the date of breach. Where there is an

absence of any express provision the question is one of construction forthe court (Associate

Newspapers v Bancks). A breach justifying termination does notitself discharge the contract but
gives the innocent party the option to elect, whether to terminate or continue. Once the innocent
party has elected to am rin, then he/she loses for alltime the right to terminate forthat breach.

2.3 IDENTIFYTHE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH IMPLIED TERMS WILL BE
INCORPORATED INTOACONTRACT

Read Lang: Chapter 5 The terms of the contract

An express contractis one that is fully wrttten or fully expressed at the time of making. Alitenns an

conditions are known at that time. On the other hand where terms are not expressly stated they may
have to be implied. An implied contractis one in which not allthe terms and conditions were

expressed at the time of making. Therefore, following a dispute, the court has to determine the
missing terms, or even that there is no contract because of nori agreement or vagueness.

,

2.4 EXPLAIN THE MEANINGAND EFFECTOFCONDITIONALCONTRACTS
Read Lang: Chapter5 The terms of the contract
A conditional contract is a contractthat does riot come into being unless a certain event or condition
is fulfilled. A common conditional contractis one that is "subject to finance . The condition must be

clear and uriambiguous otherwise the courts will strike it down. For example, a conditional contract
that is "subject to finance" must state particulars of the type of finance envisioned otherwise the
clause will be severed as being too "vague".

Almost allland that is to be used for a "contentious" land use (for example, a service station or hotel)

is bought on the condition of subsequent approval of that use by the relevant authorities. Ifthe

proposed land use is not allowed, there is no contract. Note that there are conditions precedent and
conditions subsequent

2.5 EXPLAIN THE MEANING OF, AND RULES REGARDING EXCLUSION CLAUSES
I'^ead Lang: Chapter 5 The terms of the contract
Exclusion clauses are prevalent in contracts used in todays mercantile world. For example, carpark

tickets, tickets for public and private transport, and repair shops. The clause is usually in the contract
and attempts to limit or exclude completely any liability of the owner or business. However, it is often
mandatory and not pointed out to the customer despite its importance as a term of the contract.
Therefore, the courts will tend to construe the clause againstthe party depending upon it.

The defendant may be liable under more than one head of liability for example, the breach of

contract may also involve negligence. In such a case the general words of exemption will be
construed contra proit?rentem to coverthe strict contractual liability only. Therefore, negligence must
be excluded by a specific reference (Davis vPearce Parking Station, Sydney City Councilv West).
For an effectiveIy drafted exemption clause see Darlington Futures v Delco. There are statutory.
controls on the use of exemption clauses. See Trade Practices and the Fair Trading Acts.

LEARNING OUTCOME3

INDICATETHOSECONTRACTS WHICHAREVOID, VOIDABLEORUNENFORCEABLE
BECAUSEOFMISTAKE, MISREPRESENTAnON, ILLEGALITYORLACKOF
CAPACITY

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

3.1 EXPLAIN THE MEANING OFAND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CONTRACTSWHICH
AREVOID, VOIDABLEAND UNENFORCEABLE
Read Lang:-Chapter 7 Genuine consentto the contract
Read Lang: Chapter 8 Illegality
See 32

3.2 EXPLAIN THE MEANING AND EFFECT OF MISTAKE, MISREPRESENTATION,
ILLEGALITYAND INCAPACITYAS THOSE TERMSAPPLYTO CONTRACTS
MISTAKE

Read Lang: Chapter7 Genuine consentto the contract
Read Lang: Chapter 8 Illegality

Mistake by one or both parties cannot replace the doctrine of caveat emptorbut can provide relief

from contractual obligations in certain circumstances. Examples where mistake will not affectthe
contract are given by Lord Atkin in Bellv LeverBros 1,9321 AC 161:

"Abuys B's horse; he thinks the horse is sound andhe pays the price of a sound horse; he would
certainly not have bought the horse ithe had kilounias the factis that the horse is unsound. IfB has
no representation as to soundness and has not contracted that the horse is sound, A is bound and

cannotrecoverback the price. Abuys apictirre fromB; both A andB believe it to be the work of an
old master and a highprice is paid. It turns outtobe a modem copy. A has no remedy in the absence

of representation or warranty. A agrees to take on lease or to buy from B an unfurlished
dwelling-house. The house is in factuntnhabitable. Awould never have entered into the bargain ithe
had known the fact. A has no remedy, andthe position is the same whetherB knew the facts or not,

so long as he made no representation or gave no warranty. Abuys a roadside garagebusinessttomB

chumng on apublic thoroughfare; unknown to A, but known to B, it has alreadybeen decided to
construct a by-pass road which will divert substantially the whole of the traffic from passing As

garage. Again A has no remedy. Antiiese cases involve hardship on A andbenefit B, as most people

would say, unjustly. They can be supported on the groundttiatit is of paramountimporimice that

contracts should be observed, and that ifparties honestly comply with the essentials of the fomiation

of contracts to agree in the same tenns on the same subject-matter they are bound, and must rely on
the stipulations of the contract for protection from the effect offacts unknown to them. "

The legal meaning of mistake is wider than the common meaning. It can signify a misunderstanding
as to the existence or nori-existence of a fact, an ignorance of some matter relevant to the

transaction , and where the parties agree to act upon some assumed fact relevant to the transaction.
Under Australian law, the power to relieve parties following mistake is founded on limited grounds
only

FRAUD: Fraud is the absence of"honest belief' (Deny v Peek t1886-901 All ER I). Therefore, ifthe

person making the statement believes it to be true he/she cannot be liable for deceit and this applies
no matter how negligentthe statement may be. Similarly, motive is immaterial and it is unnecessary

to prove an intention to cheat or injure the plaintiff when the statement was made. Generally, a

contractinduced by fraud is not void, but voidable at the option of the deceived party. In some cases

it has been held that the contractis void ifthe fraud was such as to induce a fundamental mistake. As
fraud is a tort, the plaintiff may claim any damages suffered by him/herself
UNDUE INFLUENCE: A contract can be avoided ifit was induced by duress. That is, by the use of

threat or physical pressure againstthe plaintiff. However, prosecution orthe threat of prosecution, or
the unlawful detention of goods are riot duress. In equity the plaintiff can rescind a contractif he can

prove that actual pressure was used to bring aboutthe contractincluding a threat of prosecution

(Bridgeman v Green (1757) 97 ER 22).

THE DOCTRINE OF "INEQUALITYOF BARGAINING POWER : Under this doctrine equity can

provide reliefto a plaintiffwho, without independent advice enters into a contract upon unfairterms

ortransfers property for consideration which is grossly inadequate. However, his/her bargaining

power must be grievously impaired because of unusual needs or desires, ignorance, in Inni y
undue influence or pressure.

The principle does not depend upon the proof of any wrongdoing. The defendant may e

unconscious of the distress or pressure he/she is bringing plaintiff. Neither is the plainti omina e
or"overcome" by the defendant. Not every transaction is saved by independent advice but e
absence of it may be fatal(Uoyd^ Bank v Bundy [1975] I QB 326).
DOCTRINE OF LACHES (ACQUIESCENCE AND DELAY)

ACTIVITY
Do not submit to your supervisor.

Look up in your legal textbooks the doctrine of Iaches. How does this relate to acquiescence an

delay? Give an example, of how it can be used to avoid a contract.
CAPACITY

Capacity of parties can be considered under the following headings
J

. Mentally disordered persons and drunkards
. Infants
. Married women

. Corporations
. Convictsand aliens.

The rules for each are covered in lang.

THE RISEOFSTATUTE LAWANDCONSUMERISM
The common law failed in the protection of the consumer preferring the principle of caveat emptor.

This forced governments to introduce consumer legislation to correctthe balance so much so that

current consumer law is often referred to as venditor beware. The most important acts are the Trade

Practices Act(Cth) CTPA) and the various states' Fair Trading Acts that mirrorthe TPA.
TRADE PRACTICESACT 1975

The following are the most important or relevant sections in the TPA for a business involved with
property

UNFAIR PRACTICES -PTV DIV I'MISLEADING REPRESENTATIONS
s5, A: Where a corporation makes a representation about a future matter and does not have

reasonable grounds for making that representation, it is a misleading representation. In relation to a

proceeding concerning a representation with respect to any future matter, unless it can adduce

evidence to the contrary, the corporation will be deemed NOT to have had reasonable grounds for
making the representation

UNCONSCIONABLE CONDUCTWITHIN THE MEANING OF THE UNWRITTEN LAWOFTHE
STATES OR TERRITORIES

s5, AA: A corporation must in trade or commerce engage in conductthatis unconscionable within
the meaning of the unwritten law of the State or Territory. This section does not apply to the conduct
prohibited by s51AB

UNCONSCIONABLE TRANSACTIONS: Unconscionable transactions arise where one party
confides in another. The other party is expected to act in the interests of the first party and not in his
own interests. Whether or riotthis is the case will require close investigation of the disputed facts.
However, a consensus may not always be present as in the case of a constructive trust
EXAMPLE: A tenantforlife may only renew a lease forthe benefit of those entitled to the old lease
in succession. This is despite the absence of any confidential relationship between the life tenant and
the remainderinari. A parent/child, and a husband/wife are NOT fiduciary relationships.
TRADE PRACTICES ACT: UNCONSCIONABLE CONDUCT

s5, AB: A corporation must riot in trade or commerce, in connection with the supply or possible

supply of goods or services to a person, engage in conductthat is, in alithe circumstances,
unconscionable. Without limiting this, the court may have regard to:

. The relative strengths of the bargaining positions of the corporation and the consumer

. Whether, as a result of conduct engaged in by the corporation, the consumer was required to
comply with conditions that were not reasonably necessary forthe protection of the legitimate
interests of the corporation

. Whether the consumer was able to understand any documents relating to the supply or
possible supply of the goods or services.
.

Whether any undue influence or pressure was exerted on, or any unfairtactics were used
against, the consumer or a person acting on behalf of the consumer by the corporation or a

person acting on behalf of the corporation or a person acting on behalf of the corporation in
relation to the supply or possible supply of the goods or services.

. The amountforwhich, and the circumstances under which, the consumer could have

acquired identical or equivalent goods or services from a person other than the corporation
To determine whether a corporation has engaged in unconscionable conductwith the supply or
possible supply of goods or services to a person, the Court
. Shall not have regard to any circumstances that were riot reasonably foreseeable at the time
of the alleged contravention

. to conduct engaged in, or circumstances existing, before the commencement of this section.
. May have regard

DEFINITION OF "GOODS OR SERVICES":"Goods or services in this section means goods or
services of a kind ordinarily acquired for personal, domestic or household use or consumption
MISREPRESENTATIONS

INNOCENT MISREPRESENTATION: - as opposed to fraudulentmisrepresentation is not deceitful.

It will only attract common law remedies if it has becomes a term in the contract or it has caused
complete failure of consideration forthe contract.
A fraudulent or innocent misrepresentation may be relied upon by the representee as a defence to a

suit for specific performance of the contract induced by it. The law in Australia is that rescission of a

contractthrough innocent misrepresentation will only be possible ifthe misrepresentation goes to the
root of the contract (Hynes v Byme (1899) 9 QLJR 154). See also Oceanic Sun Line vFay (1988)
165 CLR 197

ADVERTISING: For example, a householder's 'for sale advertisement that misdescribes the zoriing
of the land for sale (A1gy v Blunts (1990) 94 ALR 719)

Ifthe representation is riot intended to be a term, there is no action for damages for breach of

contract. However, certain kinds of mere representations may give rise to other liability. If it is a
misstatement offactthatinduces the contract, there may be an action for damages under the various

states' Misrepresentation Acts. Further, it may be misleading or deceptive conduct under s52 of the
TPA orthe equivalent section in the states' Fair Trading Acts giving rise to an action for damages for
consequentloss under s82 of the TPA orthe relevant FTA.

MERE REPRESENTATIONS: An objective test will show that the parties did notintend that the truth
of such a statement be guaranteed orthatit was to have contractual(promissory) force. They can be

classified into innocent, fraudulent or negligent mere representations

TERMS: On the other hand terms are statements which the parties objectiveIy intended to be

contractual promises. Guaranteed by the maker that the statement is true orthatthe state of affairs

promised will be brought about. Any failure to comply with a promissory term (subject to any
qualification expressed in the contract) will render the person strictly liable for breach of contract.
Terms can be classified into warranties, conditions and innominate.

CONSUMER CONTRACT: For a consumer contractunderthe various Consumer TransactionsActs

any purported exclusion of an implied condition or warranty that is capable of exclusion is in effectual
unless it is proved that before the formation of the contractthe attention of the consumer was drawn

specifically to it

TRADE PRACTICES ACT: MISLEADING OR DECEPTIVE CONDUCT

s52: A corporation must notin trade or commerce engage in conductthatis misleading or ecep ive
or is likely to mislead or deceive

FALSE REPRESENTATIONS

s53: A corporation must riotin trade or commerce in connection with the supply or possible supply of
goods or services orin connexion with the promotion by any means of the supply or use of goods or
services:

. Falsely representthat goods are of a particular standard, quality, grade, composition, style or
model or have had a particular history or particular previous use.

. Falsely representthat services are of a particular standard, quality, or grade
. Falsely representthat goods are new

. Falsely representthat a particular person has agreed to acquire goods or services

. Representthat goods and services have sponsorship, approval, performance, characteristics,
accessories, uses or benefits they do not have.

. Representthatthe corporation has a sponsorship, approval or affiliation it does not have
. Make a false or misleading statement with respect to the price of goods or services
. Make a false or misleading statement concerning the need for any goods or services
. Make a false or misleading statement concerning the existence, exclusion or effect of any
condition, warranty, guarantee, right or remedy.

FALSE REPRESENTATION AND OTHER MISLEADING OROFFENSIVE CONDUCTIN
RELATION To LAND

s53A: A corporation must notin trade or commerce in connexion with the sale or grant, orthe
possible sale or grant, of an interest in land or in connexion with the promotion by any means o e
sale or grant of an interest in land:

. Representthatthe corporation has a sponsorship, approval or affiliation it does not have
.

Make a false or misleading representation concerning the nature of the interest in the land,

the price payable forthe land, the location of the land, the characteristics of the land, the use
to which the land is capable of being put or may lawfulIy be put orthe existence of
availability of facilities associated with the land.

. Offer gifts, prizes or other free items with the intention of not providing them or of not
providing them as offered.

A corporation cannot use physical force or undue harassment or coercion in connection with the sa e
or grant, orthe possible sale or grant, of an interest in land orthe payment for an interest in Ian .
INTEREST:In s53A interest in relation to land means:
.
.

A legal or equitable estate or interest in the land

A right of occupancy of the land, or of a building or part of a building erected on the land,
arising by virtue of the holding of shares, or by virtue of a contract to purchase shares, in
an incorporated company that owns the land or building.

.

A right, power or privilege over, or in connection with, the land.

,

Note: These sections cover general conduct of the corporation while s53A relates specifically to land.
There is no need for an intention to deftaud or misleadfor a breach of sections 52.53 or 53A.

Therefore, even careless or innocent mistakes contravene these sections.
PUFFING: There is still scope for real estate "puffing". Puffing is salesman's hyperbole that no
reasonable person would believe. For example, "This is the best house in the world!".
IN TRADE OR COMMERCE: This is a necessary factorfor a number of the above provisions. It
means that for example, the controls would not apply to a person making a "once off sale of real
estate. For example, a "private sale".
CONSUMERLAW-ACT

The following is a summary of the Fair Trading Act I 992 (ACT) (FTA). This is important legislation

that covers areas not covered by the Trade Practices Act. The FTA applies to individuals as well as

companies whereas the TPA only applies mainly to companies. It provides effective protection for

consumers who may suffer loss through the actions of unfair and fraudulent operators. The Act has
several objectives. These are to:
. bring together existing consumer laws
.

provide additional protection to all participants in the marketplace

.

promote the principle offairtrading between consumers and businesses
allow forthe development of statutory Codes of Practice.

The ACT Act mirrors the unfairtrading practices and the enforcement provisions of the TPA and has

drawn on additional protection provided to consumers by the other states FTAs. Importantly the FTA
broadens the TPA definition of consumer to include sole traders and partnerships.

CONSUMER: The Act defines a consumer as a person who acquires goods orservices from a

supplier. However, ifthe goods or services are purchased to be used in manufacturing, for resale or
for repairing other goods, the person is riot considered to be a consumer forthe purposes of the Act.
SCOPE OF THE FAIR TRADING ACT: Asthe name indicates, the aim of the Actis to promote fair

trading. To this end it prohibits the use of unfair marketing and promotion practices when selling
goods and services. Such practices include:
. misleading and deceptive conduct
. false and misleading representations
. baitadvertising
. dualpricing

. pyramid and referral selling
. harassment and coercion
. falsebilling.

The Actis administered by the Director of Consumer Affairs and the ACT Consumer Affairs Bureau.
JURISDICTION OF THE ACT

The Act covers business transactions which take place inside the ACT. Unfairtrading practices which
occur outside the ACT are covered only ifthe people carrying outthese practices ordinarily reside in
the ACT or ifthe company is incorporated or carries out business in the ACT.

PENALTIES FOR BREACHES OF THE ACT: A breach of the Act can be costly. Unders41, the
Director of Consumer Affairs can recommend that a person who breaches a section of the Act be

prosecuted. Ifthe court finds that the person has breached the Act he/she can be fined up to

$20 000. A business can be fined up to $ 100 000 for a breach. These penalties are paid into
Government consolidated revenue.

,^

.

Breaches of SI2, that relates to misleading or deceptive conduct, and SI3, that relates to
unconscionable conduct, are not subjectto this penalty. Instead the court can order the business to
do certain things which will help the consumer. For example it can order the business person to pay

compensation for loss or damage or it can cancel or change a contract. The court can also order
him/her to give the consumer a refund orto provide some service forthe consumer.

Penalties do not apply solely to the people who actually breach the Act. Anyone else who is involved
in the breach, for example someone who helps someone else breach the Act, may also be

prosecuted under the Act. This court action is taken againstthe offender by the Director of Consumer

Affairs. The fines which may be imposed for breaches go to the consolidated revenue fund, riot to the
consumer.

CONSUMER REDRESS: Under s46 of the Act, a consumer is entitled to take action in the

Magistrates Court to recover any loss or damages he/she may have suffered as the result of a

breach of the Act. The time limit for bringing aboutthis action is 6 years under the Statute of
Limitations.

The consumer can take action for breaches of all sections of the FTA exceptfor SI3 (unconscionable

conduct). Under this section the consumer does not have the right to take action, however he/she
may have this right under certain common law precedents. In addition the Court can grant injunctions
or issue various orders in relation to breaches of this section. These orders may include varying the

contract, payment of damages, repairlng the goods or payment of compensation.
STOPPING UNFAIR TRADING PRACTICES: S44 of the Act allows the Court to grantinjunctions to

prevent a person from doing something that may be a breach of the Act. This could happen if, in the
Court's opinion, the person was attempting to engage in conduct which may breach the Act, intended

to do so orwas helping someone else to do so. The Court can grantthe injunction regardless of
whether the behaviour has happened before or not. Either the Director of Consumer Affairs or a
consumer or any other person may obtain an injunction.

PUBLICITY OF BREACHES OF THE ACT: Unders45 the Court can order that the person involved

in the breach give information to the public, a person or a group of people. The Court may also order
that the person publish advertisements aboutthe breach. Such Court orders are useful for informing

consumers who may have been affected by the breach whattheirrights are in relation to the breach.
CODES OF PRACTICE: Codes of Practice are a form of regulation and is an alternative to

legislation. Through such codes, industries are able to have a degree of self regulation. This means

that the regulations adhered to are specific to the particular industry and hence may be more suitable
forthatindustry than general regulations would be. Codes may serve one or more of the following
purposes:

. to set minimum standards of product or service quality
. to set benchmarks for standard of work or performance

. to allow for self regulation of industry where legislation will come into effect only if the
code breaks down.

. to regulate areas to which government regulation does not apply
. to provide an alternative to government regulation.
Part 1/1 of the Act allows forthe development, design, implementation and enforcement of these
codes. The Director of Consumer Affairs is responsible for developing Codes of Practice, after
consultation with consumer and industry organisations. Note: The real estate industry has a Code of
Conduct builtinto the Agents Act, ss72,73. Further, there is a Commercial Tenancies Code to cover
commercial leases. Businesses that breach a code which they have agreed to abide by can be asked

by the Director of Consumer Affairs to change their behaviour so that it complies with the code. The
Director can also ask these businesses to take action to rectify the consequences of the breach. If

they do not, the Court can issue an order compelling them to do these things.

SELF LEARNING ACTIVITY
Do submitto your supervisor

How would you dealwith the true case studies below? Wrtte in the space provided what would be a
fair and equitable remedy and then check with the actual outcomes at the end of this section
CASE STUDY I. FALSEAND MISLEADING REPRESENTATIONS

A shipment of shoes to a shoe store had defective glue and many customers returned the shoes,
asking for a refund. The shoe store had a notice in the store and on the receipts telling customers
that they were not entitled to a refund on faulty goods and that they could only receive a credit note in
such cases.

CASE STUDY2- BAITADVERTISING

A car dealer advertised a special deal of $ 15, 999 to "Drive-away No-more to pay" on a particular
model of car. The car dealer would have been aware that demand forthe deal would have been high
yet he had none of these cars in stock.
CASE STUDY3. MISLEADING CONDUCT

In May 1994 a Canberra business was successfully prosecuted by the Trade Practices Commission

on referral from the Bureau, for not providing prizes as promised by a promotional competition. The
business, a stereo retailer, offered various prizes to consumers who had accrued points through a

competition run by the store. The 20 customers with the most points accumulated had their names
displayed on a board in the store, throughoutthe competition. However on the last day of the
competition the names of the 20 customers who had accumulated the most points were removed,
and 20 new bogus names put up

CASESTUDY4. UNCONSCIONABLECONDUCT

The Bureau took action in a case where a credit provider coerced a consumer into signing a contract
to take overthe debts of her son when he became unable to pay. The consumer was the guarantor
for her sons'loan . When he stopped- making payments the credit providers convinced her to sign a
new contract which made her liable not only forthe Outstanding debt but also for allthe interest that
had accrued on the loan. The credit provider told the consumer that unless she signed the contract
her son would go to jail and that her house would be sold to pay the debt.
CASESTUDY5-UNSOLICITED GOODS

The Consumer Affairs Bureau has received many complaints from business owners who have
received accounts for unauthorized entries placed in business directories. In one recent case, the
Bureau was contacted by a business owner who had received a billfor an entry in business directory
she had never heard of.

CASESTUDY6. DUAL PRICING

A consumer purchased a carfrom a dealer that had a $23,000 price attached to it. The consumer
later noticed a newspaper advertisement forthe some car dealer, with a picture of the car with a price
attached to it of $22,000. The newspaper was dated the same day that the consumer had purchased
the car and a check of the vehicle number indicated that the car pictured was in factthe very carthat
had been purchased for $ 1,000 more

,

RESULTOFCASESTUDY,

Under the TPA consumers are entitled to refund ifthe goods sold are riot of merehandisable quality.
The Bureau took action againstthe business on the grounds they had made a false representation to

consumers as to their right to a refund. The business avoided prosecution by providing full refunds to
allthe customers affected, taking disciplinary action againstthe manager responsible forthe practice,

and completing a written undertaking riot to adoptthe proofice in the future.
RESULTOFCASESTUDY2

This is a case of bait advertising as the dealer was unable to provide the carthat he had advertised
and took the opportunity to attempt to sell other cars to interested customers.
RESULTOFCASESTUDY3

The business was fined $11,000 plus costs and agreed to give the prizes to the real winners,
RESULTOF CASESTUDY4

This information was false and was used to coerce the consumer into signing. The consumer had no
understanding of the legal system, and believed what was told to her. Upon Bureau investigation of
the case the company agreed to release the consumer from the contract and any liability for her sons
debts, an amount of $21,000.
RESULTOFCASESTUDY5

Bureau officers obtained a copy of the directory and spoke to 28 people who had entrles in it. Of

these 28, 23 of the entries had not been authorised. In addition, three of the 28 phone numbers were
listed incorrectly. The investigators also discovered thirty unauthorized entries for various ACT
Government Departments, including Consumer Affairs itself! The Bureau is currently investigating
the matter.

RESULTOF CASESTUDY6

The Bureau investigated the matter and informed the dealer that this was a case of dual pricing.
Under the Act dual pricing does include advertised prices. The business was given a warning in
relation to this case.

PUFFING: Puffs are not action able at common law. It is an obviously wrong or outlandish statement

made by the for example, vendor. For example, "this is the best house in the world! . Puffs are

outside s52 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) orthe relevant sections of the states and territories
Fair Trading Acts that focus on "misleading and deceptive conduct .

ACTIVITY

To be submitted to your supervisor.

Take 5 real estate clippings from the real estate seation of your local paper. Analyze the various

statements and claims made by the vendor's agent under general consumer law as described above.
State the relevant parts of statutes (for your state orterrltory) that would apply to such
advertisements.

Refer to "Fair and Square", an information booklet published by the REIA.

\

3.3 IDENTIFYCONTRACTSWHICHAREAFFECTED BY MISTAKE,

MISREPRESENTATION, ILLEGALITYORINCAPACITYFROM INFORMATION
PROVIDED IN CASE STUDIES
See 3.2

LEARNINGOUTCOME4

EXPLAINTHEWAYSINWHICHA CONTRACTMAYBETERMINATEDANDTHE
REMEDIESAVAILABLEFORBREACHOFCONTRACT

I

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

4.1 EXPLAIN THEVARIOUSWAYS INWHICHACONTRACT MAYBETERMINATED
Read Lang: Chapter 9 The operation andassignmentofoontracts

Read Lang: Chapter, O The conclusion ordischarge of a contractandremedies

"It is a principle of English law that parties having contracted to do an entire work for a specific sum

can recover nothing unless the work be done or it can be shown that it was the other partys faultthat
the work was incomplete orthatthere is something to justify the conclusion that the parties have
entered into a fresh contract (Phillips v Ellinson (1941) 65 CLR 221 (233-4)). There is a distinction
between "entire" and "divisible" contracts and a qualifying doctrine of substantial padom, anoe.
Sometimes circumstances will warrant a new contract or give rise to a restitution ary claim in respect

of part performance. The Law Reform Committee of South Australia has recommended reforming

the rule in Cutter v PowerI(19th report).

Normally, any non performance of a contractual obligation amounts to a breach of contract. This wi
give the innocent party the right to claim damages for any loss suffered as a result. However, in
some circumstances the breach will also have the effect of giving the innocent party the option of

"terminating" or "discharging" the contract as well. Where obligations are mutually dependent and
concurrentthe party purporting to terminate the contract must show that he/she was ready and willing
to perform histher obligations (Foren v hight)
TERMINATION FOR BREACH: A contract can be terminated on the breach of an essential term or

condition as opposed to a mere warranty (Associated Newspapers v Bancks (1951) 83 CLR 322). In
Trainways vLuna Park (1938) 38 SR(NSVV) 632:
The test of essentialits, is whether it appears from the general nature of the contract considered as a

whole, or from some particulartenn or tenns, that the promise is of such importance to the prointsee

that he would not have entered into the contractualess he hadbeen assured of a strict or a substantial

performance of the promise, as the case maybe, and that this oughtto have been apparent to the
promisor (641-2)
ACTIVITY

What is meant by "repudiation" and "frustration" of a contract? Give examples of how they apply to
real estate?

4.210ENTIFYWHETHERACONTRACT HAS BEEN VALIDLYTERMINATED FROM

INFORMATION PROVIDED IN CASE STUDIES
See 4.1

4.3 EXPLAIN THE REMEDIESAVAiLABLE To AN INNOCENT PARTYFOR BREACH OF
CONTRACT

Read Lang: Chapter 10 The conclusion ordisoharge of a contract andremedies
REMEDIES

A plaintiffto a contract may seek the equitable remedy of specificperfonnance. This is an order

from the court to the defendant to complete the contract orsome part of the contract. Damages may

be awarded in lieu of specific performance under the various Supreme Court rules.
This is the most common contractual remedy in an action for damages for breach of contract. The

object is to compensate the plaintiff forthe loss resulting from the defendant's breach. The plaintiff is
entitled to be put in the same position as ifthe defendant had performed the contract. The plaintiff is
entitled to compensation for expectatibn loss

Where a party sustains a loss by reason of a breach of contract he is, so far as money can do it, to be

placed in the same position with respect to damages, as ifthe contract had been pertonned -

Robinson v Harmon 1184811 Exch 850 (855) Parke B
ACTIVITY

Do not submit to your supervisor

What is the rule applying to restitution in contract? Give examples of how it operates in real estate.
RESTITUTION: Restitution claims are founded on the need to prevent unjust enrichment. It is an
action for money had and received to recover money paid under an ineffective contractforwhich

nothing has been received in return. That is, there is a total failure of consideration. Also restitution
as quantum meruitforreasonable recompense for services rendered under an ineffective contract.

ASSIGNMENT
To be submitted to your supervisor

Length: 1000 words

Two important equitable remedies are "injunction" and "specific performance". Define and explain
each remedy. Showwith examples howthese remedies are used for breaches of real estate
contracts.

,

APPENDIXA

AGLOSSARYOFSOME OF THE TERMS USED IN THIS MODULE

BILATERAL CONTRACT: A bilateral contractis one where the parties eXchange promises. On the

other hand, in a UNILATERAL CONTRACT, one party performs his promise on the making of the
contract butthe other party (whose identity is often unknown at that time) promises to perform in the
future. For example, a reward notice.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE: A form of negotiable instrument such as a cheque.
CONTRACTS UNDER SEAL: A solemn mode of expressing consent to a contractin a written
document such as a deed. Statutes have freed up the rigorous requirements of the Common Law so

that today, any act done with the intention of sealing is sufficient.
COURTS OF RECORD: A court where the acts and judicial proceedings are recorded, and has the

authorlty to fine and imprison for contempt of its authority.
EXECUTED CONTRACT: An executed contractis one where both parties have completed their

promises under the contract and once executed, it has no legal significance. On the other band, an
EXECUTORY CONTRACT is one where one or both parties have yet to fulfiltheir promise(s). If one

party only has fulfilled his promise then the contract is executed to him but executory as'to the other
party.

FORMAL CONTRACTS: Formal contracts include feeognizances, contracts under seal, judgments of
courts of record, and possibly, bills of eXchange. They are the most powerful contracts and derive
theirforce from the formal character of their creation. The necessary requirements for DEEDS are
outlined for example, in the Conveyancing Act 1951 (ACT), ss26, 41 Law of Property Act(SA) and
s54A Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSVV). A deed is required by the Common Law forthe sale of land.
The Imperial Acts (Substituted Provisions ) Act 1986 (ACT) Sch2, Part 11, c14 applies as the rule for
form'ality in the sale of land comes from the old English Statute of Frauds, 1677. The registration of
deeds come under the Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSVV) Pt XXlll; Registration of Deeds Astro35 (SA).

The Registration of Deeds Act 1957 (ACT) establishes a deeds registration system but unlike the
NSW and SA systems, does riot confer priority on registered over unregistered instruments.

INFORMAL CONTRACT:Informal contracts are all contracts other than formal contracts. They are

also known as "simple" or "parol" (oral) contracts. Informal contracts are alithat is necessary forthe
sale of most chattels, for example, a car.

.

.

RECOGNIZANCES: The acknowledgment before a court of record of an obligation or bond, that is
afterwards enrolled in some court of record. For example, to appear in court, or keep the peace.

LEARNINGOUTCOME3

INDICATETHOSECONTRACTS WHICHAREVOID, VOIDABLEORUNENFORCEABLE
BECAUSEOFMISTAKE, MISREPRESENTATION, ILLEGALITYORLACKOF
CAPACITY

ASSESSMENTCRITERIA:

3.1 EXPLAIN THE MEANING OFAND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CONTRACTSWHICH

AREVOID, VOIDABLEAND UNENFORCEABLE
Read Lang: Chapter 7 Genuine consent to the contract
Read Lang: Chapter 8 Illegality
See 3.2

3.2 EXPLAIN THE MEANING AND EFFECTOF MISTAKE, MISREPRESENTATION,
ILLEGALITYAND INCAPACITYAS THOSE TERMSAPPLYTO CONTRACTS
MISTAKE

Read Lang: Chapter 7 Genuine consentto the contract
Read Lang: Chapter 8 Illegality

Mistake by one or both parties cannot replace the doctrine of caveat emptorbut can provide relief

from contractual obligations in certain circumstances. Examples where mistake will not affectthe
contract are given by Lord Atkiri in BellvLeverBros t, 9321AC 161:

"A buys B's horse; he unit's the horse is sound and he pays the price of a sound horse; he would
certainly not haveboughtthe horse ithe hadkiiown as the factis that the horse is unsound. IfB has

no representation as to soundness and has not contracted that the horse is sound, A is bound and
cannotrecoverback the price. Abuys a pictiire fromB; both A and B believe it to be the work of an

old master and a high price is paid. It nuns outto be a modem copy. A has no remedy in the absence
of representation orwarranty. A agrees to take on lease orto buyfrom B an rumrriiished
dwelling-house. The house is in fact urnntiabitable. A would never have entered into the bargain ithe
had known the fact. A has no remedy, andthe position is the same whetherB knewttiefacls or not,

so long as he made no representation or gave no warranty. Abirys a roadside garagebusiness from B
abutting on a public thoroughfare; unknown to A, but known to B, it has alreadybeen decided to
construct a bypass road which will divert subsimitially the whole of the traffic from passing As

garage. Again A has no remedy. mittiese cases involve hardship on A andbenefitB, as most people

would say, unjustly. They conbe supported on the groundthatit is of paramountimporimice that

contracts should be observed, and thatifparties honestly comply with the essentials of the fonnation

of contractsie agree in the same ternis on the same subject-matter they are bound, and must rely on
the stipulations of the contract for protection from the effect offacts unknown to them. "

The legal meaning of mistake is wider than the common meaning. It can signify a misunderstanding

as to the existence or non-existence of a fact, an ignorance of some matter relevantto the
transaction , and where the parties agree to act upon some assumed fact relevant to the transaction.
Under Australian law, the power to relieve parties following mistake is founded on limited grounds
only

FRAUD: Fraud is the absence of"honest belief'(Deny vPeek 1,886-901 All ER I). Therefore, ifthe

person making the statement believes it to be true he/she cannot be liable for deceit and this applies
no matter how negligentthe statement may be. Similarly, motive is immaterial and it is unnecessary
to prove an intention to cheat or injure the plaintiff when the statement was made. Generally, a
contractinduced by fraud is not void, but voidable at the option of the deceived party. In some cases
it has been held that the contractis void ifthe fraud was such as to induce a fundamental mistake. As
fraud is a tort, the plaintiff may claim any damages suffered by him/herself.
UNDUE INFLUENCE: A contract can be avoided ifit was induced by duress. That is, by the use of

threat or physical pressure againstthe plaintiff. However, prosecution orthe threat of prosecution, or
the unlawful detention of goods are not duress. In equity the plaintiff can rescind a contractif he can

prove that actual pressure was used to bring aboutthe contractincluding a threat of prosecution
(Bridgeman v Green (1757) 97 ER 22)
THE DOCTRINE OF "INEQUALITY OF BARGAINING POWER": Under this doctrine equity can

provide reliefto a plaintiff who, without independent advice enters into a contract upon unfairterms

ortransfers property for consideration which is grossly inadequate. However, histher bargaining

power must be grievously impaired because of unusual needs or desires, ignorance, infirm. ity PLUS
undue influence or pressure.
.

The principle does not depend upon the proof of any wrongdoing. The defendant may be

unconscious of the distress or pressure he/she is bringing plaintiff. Neither is the plaintiff dominated
or"overcome" by the defendant. Not every transaction is saved by independent advice butthe
absence of it may be fatal(Lloyd!s Bank v Bundy rig751 I QB 326)
DOCTRINE OF LACHES (ACQUIESCENCEAND DELAY)

ACTIVITY
Do not submit to yoursupervisor

Look up in your legal textbooks the doomne of Iaches. How does this relate to acquiescence and
delay?Giveanexample, of howitcanbeusedtoavoidacontract? CAPACITY

Capacity of parties can be considered under the following headings:
. Mentally disordered persons and drunkards
. Infants
. Married women

. Corporations
. Convicts and aliens.

The rules for each are covered in lang

THE RISEOFSTATUTE LAWANDCONSUMERISM
The common law failed in the protection of the consumer preferring the principle of caveat emptor.

This forced governments to introduce consumer legislation to correctthe balance so much so that
current consumer law is often referred to as venditor beware. The most important acts are the Trade
Practices Act(Cth) CTPA) and the various states' FairTrading Acts that mirrorthe TPA
TRADE PRACTICESACT 1975

The following are the most important or relevant seations in the TPA for a business involved with
property:

UNFAIR PRACTICES - PTV DIV I. MISLEADING REPRESENTATIONS

s51A: Where a corporation makes a representation about a future matter and does not have
reasonable grounds for making that representation, it is a misleading representation. In relation to a

proceeding concerning a representation with respect to any future matter, unless it can adduce

evidence to the contrary, the corporation will be deemed NOT to have had reasonable grounds for
making the representation

UNCONSCIONABLE CONDUCTWITHIN THE MEANING OF THE UNWRITTEN LAWOF THE
STATES ORTERRITORIES

s5, AA: A corporation must in trade or commerce engage in conductthatis unconscionable within
the meaning of the unwritten law of the State or Territory. This section does not apply to the conduct
prohibited by s5, AB

UNCONSCIONABLE TRANSACTIONS: Unconscionable transactions arise where one party

confides in another. The other party is expected to act in the interests of the first party and not in his
own interests. Whether or notthis is the case will require close investigation of the disputed facts.
However, a consensus may not always be present as in the case of a constructive trust.
EXAMPLE: A tenant for life may only renew a lease forthe benefit of those entitled to the o ease
in succession. This is despite the absence of any confidential relationship between the life tenant and
the remainderinari. A parenVchild, and a husband/wife are NOT fiduciary relationships.
TRADE PRACTICES ACT: UNCONSCIONABLE CONDUCT

s5, AB: A corporation must notin trade or commerce, in connestion with the supply or possi e
supply of goods or services to a person, engage in conductthat is, in alithe circums ances,
unconscionable. Without limiting this, the court may have regard to:

. The relative strengths of the bargaining positions of the corporation and the consumer
.

Whether, as a result of conduct engaged in by the corporation, the consumer was required to

comply with conditions that were not reasonably necessary forthe protection of the legitimate
interests of the corporation

. Whether the consumer was able to understand any documents relating to the supply or
possible supply of the goods or services.
.

Whether any undue influence or pressure was exerted on, or any unfairtaclics were used
against, the consumer or a person acting on behalf of the consumer by the corporation or a

person acting on behalf of the corporation or a person adjng on behalf of the corporation in
relation to the supply or possible supply of the goods or services.

. The amountforwhich, and the circumstances under which, the consumer could have

acquired identical or equivalent goods or services from a person other than the corporation.
To determine whether a corporation has engaged in unconscionable conductwith the supply or
possible supply of goods or services to a person, the Count
. Shall not have regard to any circumstances that were not reasonably foreseeable at the time
of the alleged contravention.

. to conduct engaged in, or circumstances existing, before the commencement of this section.
. May have regard

DEFINITION OF "GOODS OR SERVICES":"Goods or services in this section means goods or
services of a kind ordinarily acquired for personal, domestic or household use or consumption.
MISREPRESENTATIONS

INNOCENT MISREPRESENTATION: - as opposed to fraudulentmisrepresentation is not deceitful.

It will only attract common law remedies if it has becomes a term in the contract or it has caused
complete failure of consideiation forthe contract
A fraudulent or innocentmisrepresentation may be relied upon by the representee as a defence to a

suit for specific performance of the contract induced by it. The law in Australia is that rescission of a
contractthrough innocentmisrepresentation will only be possible ifthe misrepresentation goes to the

rootofthe contract (Hynes VByme (1899) 9 QLJR 154). See also Oceanic Sun Une v Fay (1988)
165 CLR 197.

ADVERTISING: For example, a householder's "for sale advertisement that misdescribes the zoriing
of the land for sale (Argy v Blunts (1990) 94 ALR 719)

Ifthe representation is not intended to be a term, there is no action for damages for breach of

contract. However, certain kinds of mere representations may give rise to other liability. If it is a
misstatement offactthatinduces the contract, there may be an action fordamages under the various

states' Misrepresentation Acts. Further, it may be ' misleading or deceptive conduct under s52 of the
TPA orthe equivalent section in the states' Fair Trading Acts giving rise to an action for damages for
consequent loss unders82 of the TPA orthe relevant FTA.
MERE REPRESENTATIONS: An objective test will show that the parties did notintend that the truth

of such a statement be guaranteed orthatit was to have contractual(promissory) force. They can be
classified into innocent, fraudulent or negligent mere representations

TERMS: On the other hand terms are statements which the parties objectiveIy intended to be
\

contractual promises. Guaranteed by the maker that the statement is true orthatthe state of affairs

promised will be brought about. Any failure to comply with a promissory term (subject to any
qualification expressed in the contract) will render the person strictly liable for breach of contract.

Terms can be classified into warranties, conditions and innominate.

CONSUMER CONTRACT: For a consumer contractunderthe various Consumer TransactionsActs

any purported exclusion of an implied condition or warranty that is capable of exclusion is in effectual

unless it is proved that before the formation of the contractthe attention of the consumer was drawn

specifically to it.

TRADE PRACTICES ACT: MISLEADING OR DECEPTIVE CONDUCT

s52: A corporation must notin trade or commerce engage in conductthatis-misleading or deceptive
or is likely to mislead or deceive

FALSE REPRESENTATIONS

s53: A corporation must notin trade or commerce in connection with the supply or possible supply of
goods or services or in connexion with the promotion by any means of the supply or use of goods or
services:

. Falsely representthat goods are of a particular standard, quality, grade, composition, style or
model or have had a particular history or particular previous use.

. Falsely representthat services are of a particular standard, quality, or grade
. Falsely representthat goods are new

. Falsely representthat a particular person has agreed to acquire goods or services

. Representthat goods and services have sponsorship, approval, performance, characteristics,
accessories, uses or benefits they do riot have.

. Representthatthe corporation has a sponsorship, approval or affiliation it does not have
. Make a false or misleading statement with respectto the price of goods orservices
. Make a false or misleading statement concerning the need for any goods or services
. Make a false or misleading statement concerning the existence, exclusion or effect of any
condition, warranty, guarantee, right or remedy.

FALSE REPRESENTATIONAND OTHER MISLEADING OROFFENSIVE CONDUCT IN
RELATION To LAND

s53A: A corporation must not in trade or commerce in connexion with the sale or grant, orthe

possible sale or grant, of an interest in land or in connexion with the promotion by any means of the

sale or grant of an interest in land:

. Representthatthe corporation has a sponsorship, approval or affiliation it does riot have
. Make a false or misleading representation concerning the nature of the interest in the land,

the price payable forthe land, the location of the land, the characteristics of the land, the use
to which the land is capable of being put or may lawfulIy be put orthe existence of
availability of facilities associated with the land.

. Offer gifts, prizes or other free items with the intention of not providing them or of riot
providing them as offered.

A corporation cannot use physical force or undue harassment or coercion in connection with the sale
or grant, orthe possible sale or grant, of an interest in land orthe payment for an interest in land.
INTEREST:In s53A interest in relation to land means:
.
.

A legal or equitable estate or interest in the land

A right of occupancy of the land, or of a building or part of a building erected on the land,
arising by virtue of the holding of shares, or by virtue of a contract to purchase shares, in

an incorporated company that owns the land or building.
. A right, power or privilege over, orin connection with, the land.

Note: These sections cover general conduct of the corporation while s53A relates specifically to land
There is no need for an intention to deftaud or misleadfor a breach of sections 52,53 or 53A.

Therefore, even careless orinnocent mistakes contravene these sections.
PUFFING: There is still scope for real estate "puffing". Puffing is salesman s hyperbole that no

reasonable person would believe. For example, "This is the best house in the world!".
IN TRADE OR COMMERCE: This is a necessary factorfor a number of the above provisions. It

means that for example, the controls would riot apply to a person making a "once off sale of real
estate. For example, a "private sale".
CONSUMERLAW-ACT

The following is a summary of the Fair Trading Act 1992 (ACT) (FTA). This is important legislation
that covers areas not covered by the Trade Practices Act. The FTA applies to individuals as well as

companies whereas the TPA only applies mainly to companies. It provides effective protection for

consumers who may suffer loss through the actions of unfair and fraudulent operators. The Act has
several objectives. These are to:
. bring together existing consumer laws
.
.

provide additional protection to all participants in the marketplace
promote the principle of fairtrading between consumers and businesses

allow forthe development of statutory Codes of Practice.

The ACT Act mirrors the unfairtrading practices and the enforcement provisions of the TPA and has
drawn on additional protection provided to consumers by the other states FTAs. Importantly the FTA
broadens the TPA definition of consumer to include sole traders and partnerships.
CONSUMER: The Act defines a consumer as a person who acquires goods orservices from a

supplier. However, ifthe goods or services are purchased to be used in manufacturing, for resale or
for repairlng other goods, the person is not considered to be a consumer forthe purposes of the Act.
SCOPE OF THE FAIR TRADING ACT: As the name indicates, the aim of the Actis to promote fair

trading. To this end it prohibits the use of unfair marketing and promotion practices when selling
goods and services. Such practices include
. misleading and deceptive conduct
. false and misleading representations
. baitadvertising

. dualpricing

. pyramid and referral selling
. harassment and coercion
. falsebilling

The Adjs administered by the Director of Consumer Affairs and the ACT Consumer Affairs Bureau.
JURISDICTION OF THEACT

The Act covers business transactions which take place inside the ACT. Unfairtrading practices which
occur outside the ACT are covered only ifthe people carrying outthese practices ordinarily reside in
the ACT or ifthe company is incorporated or carries out business in the ACT.
PENALTIES FOR BREACHES OF THE ACT: A breach of the Act can be costly. Unders41, the
Director of Consumer Affairs can recommend that a person who breaches a section of the Act be

prosecuted. Ifthe court finds that the person has breached the Act he/she can be fined up to
$20 000. A business can be fined up to $ 100 000 for a breach. These penalties are paid into
Government consolidated revenue

Breaches of SI2, that relates to misleading or deceptive conduct, and SI3, that relates to
unconscionable conduct, are not subject to this penalty. Instead the court can order the business to

do certain things which will help the consumer. For example it can order the business person to pay

compensation for loss or damage or it can cancel or change a contract. The court can also order
him/her to give the consumer a refund orto provide some service forthe consumer.

Penalties do not apply solely to the people who actually breach the Act. Anyone else who is involved
in the breach, for example someone who helps someone else breach the Act, may also be

prosecuted under the Act. This court action is taken against the offender by the Director of Consumer

Affairs. The fines which may be imposed for breaches go to the consolidated revenue fund, not to the
consumer.

CONSUMER REDRESS: Under s46 of the Act, a consumer is entitled to take action in the

Magistrates Court to recover any loss or damages he/she may have suffered as the result of a
breach of the Act. The time limit for bringing aboutthis action is 6 years under the Statute of
Limitations.

The consumer can take action for breaches of all sentions of the FTA exceptfor SI3 (unconscionable

conduct). Under this section the consumer does not have the right to take action, however he/she

may have this right under certain common law precedents. In addition the Court can grant injunctions

or issue various orders in relation to breaches of this section. These orders may include varying the

contract, payment of damages, repairing the goods or payment of compensation.
STOPPING UNFAIR TRADING PRACTICES: S44 of the Act allows the Court to grantinjunclions to

prevent a person from doing something that may be a breach of the Act. This could happen if, in the
Court's opinion, the person was attempting to engage in conduct which may breach the Act, intended

to do so orwas helping someone else to do so. The Court can grantthe injunction regardless of

whether the behaviour has happened before or not. Either the Director of Consumer Affairs or a
consumer or any other person may obtain an injunction.

PUBLICITY OF BREACHES OF THE ACT: Unders45 the Court can order that the person involved

in the breach give information to the public, a person or a group of people. The Court may also order
that the person publish advertisements aboutthe breach. Such Court orders are useful for informing
consumers who may have been affected by the breach whattheirrights are in relation to the breach.
CODES OF PRACTICE: Codes of Practice are a form of regulation and is an alternative to

legislation. Through such codes, industries are able to have a degree of self regulation. This means
that the regulations adhered to are specific to the particular industry and hence may be more suitable
forthatindustry than general regulations would be. Codes may serve one or more of the following
purposes:

. to set minimum standards of product or service quality
. to set benchmarks for standard of work or performance

. to allow for self regulation of industry where legislation will come into effect only ifthe
code breaks down.

. to regulate areas to which government regulation does not apply
. to provide an alternative to government regulation.

Part 111 of the Act allows forthe development, design, implementation and enforcement of these
codes. The Director of Consumer Affairs is responsible for developing Codes of Practice, after
consultation with consumer and industry organisations. Note: The real estate industry has a Code of
Conduct builtinto the Agents Act, ss72,73. Further, there is a Commercial Tenancies Code to cover
commercial leases. Businesses that breach a code which they have agreed to abide by can be as e

by the Director of Consumer Affairs to change their behaviour so that it complies with the code. The
Director can also ask these businesses to take action to rectify the consequences of the breach.

they do not, the Court can issue an order compelling them to do these things.

SELF LEARNING ACTIVITY
Do submit to your supervisor

How would you deal with the true case studies below? Write in the space provided what would be a
fair and equitable remedy and then check with the actual outcomes at the end of this section
CASE STUDY ,. FALSE AND MISLEADING REPRESENTATIONS

A shipment of shoes to a shoe store had defective glue and many customers returned the shoes,

asking for a refund. The shoe store had a notice in the store and on the receipts telling customers
that they were not entitled to a refund on faulty goods and that they could only receive a credit note in
such cases

CASE STUDY2- BAITADVERTISING

A car dealer advertised a special deal of $ 15, 999 to "Drive-away No-more to pay" on a particular
model of car. The car dealer would have been aware that demand forthe deal would have been high
yet he had none of these cars in stock.
CASE STUDY3. MISLEADING CONDUCT

In May 1994 a Canberra business was successfully prosecuted by the Trade Practices Commission

on referral from the Bureau, for riot providing prizes as promised by a promotional competition. The
business, a stereo retailer, offered various prizes to consumers who had accrued points through a

competition run by the store. The 20 customers with the most points accumulated had their names

displayed on a board in the store, throughoutthe competition. However on the last day of the

competition the names of the 20 customers who had accumulated the most points were removed,

and 20 new bogus names put up

CASESTUDY4. UNCONSCIONABLE CONDUCT

The Bureau took action in a case where a credit provider coerced a consumer into signing a contract
to take overthe debts of her son when he became unable to pay. The consumer was the guarantor
for her sons'loan . When he stopped making payments the credit providers convinced her to sign a
new contract which made her liable not only forthe outstanding debt but also for allthe interest that
had accrued on the loan. The credit provider told the consumer that unless she signed the contract
her son would go to jail and that her house would be sold to pay the debt.
CASE STUDY5-UNSOLICITED GOODS

The Consumer Affairs Bureau has received many complaints from business owners who have
received accounts for unauthorized entries placed in business directories. In one recent case, the
Bureau was contacted by a business owner who had received a billfor an entry in business directory
she had never heard of.

CASE STUDY6- DUAL PRICING

A consumer purchased a carfrom a dealer that had a $23,000 price attached to it. The consumer
later noticed a newspaper advertisement forthe some car dealer, with a picture of the car with a price

attached to it of $22,000. The newspaper was dated the same day that the consumer had purchased
the car and a check of the vehicle number indicated that the car pictured was in factthe very carthat
had been purchased for $ 1,000 more

.

,

RESULTOF CASESTUDY,

Under the TPA consumers are entitled to refund ifthe goods sold are not of merehandisable quality.

The Bureau took action againstthe business on the grounds they had made a false representation to
consumers as to their right to a refund. The business avoided prosecution by providing full refunds to
allthe customers affected, taking disciplinary action againstthe manager responsible forthe practice,

and completing a written undertaking notto adoptthe practice in the future.
RESULTOFCASESTUDY2

This is a case of bait advertising as the dealer was unable to provide the carthat he had advertised

and took the opportunity to attempt to sell other cars to interested customers.
RESULTOF CASESTUDY3

The business was fined $11,000 plus costs and agreed to give the prizes to the real winners,
RESULTOFCASESTUDY4

this information was false and was used to coerce the consumer into signing. The consumer had no

understanding of the legal system, and believed what was told to her. Upon Bureau investigation of
the case the company agreed to release the consumer from the contract and any liability for her sons
debts, an amount of $21,000.
RESULTOFCASESTUDY5

Bureau officers obtained a copy of the directory and spoke to 28 people who had entries in it. Of

these 28, 23 of the entries had not been authorised. In addition, three of the 28 phone numbers were
listed incorrectly. The investigators also discovered thirty unauthorized entries for various ACT
Government Departments, including Consumer Affairs itself! The Bureau is currently investigating
the matter.

RESULTOF CASE STUDY6

The Bureau investigated the matter and infomied the dealer that this was a case of dual pricing.
Under the Act dual pricing does include advertised prices. The business was given a warning in
relation to this case.

PUFFING: Puffs are not actionable at common law. It is an obviously wrong or outlandish statement .

made by the for example, vendor. For example, "this is the best house in the world! . Puffs are

outside s52 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) orthe relevant sections of the states and territories
Fair Trading Acts that focus on "misleading and deceptive conduct .

ACTIVITY

To be submitted to your supervisor.

Take 5 real estate clippings from the real estate section of your local paper. Analyze the various

statements and claims made by the vendor's agent under general consumer law as described above.
State the relevant parts of statutes (for your state orterritory) that would apply to such
advertisements.

Refer to "Fair and Square", an information booklet published by the REIA.

3.310ENTIFYCONTRACTSWHICHAREAFFECTED BYMISTAKE,

MISREPRESENTATION, ILLEGALITYORINCAPACITYFROM INFORMATION
PROVIDED IN CASE STUDIES
See 3.2

I
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LEARNINGOUTCOME4

EXPLAINTHEWAYSINWHICHA CONTRACTMAYBETERMINATEDANDTHE
REMEDIESAVAILABLEFORBREACHOFCONTRACT

ASSESSMENTCRITERIA:

4.1 EXPLAIN THEVARIOUSWAYS INWHICH ACONTRACT MAYBE TERMINATED
Read Lang: Chapter 9 The operation andassignmentofcontracts

Read Lang: Chapter 10 The conclusion ordischarge of a contract andremedies

"It is a principle of English law that parties having contracted to do an entire work for a specific sum

can recover nothing unless the work be done or it can be shown that it was the other partys faultthat
the work was incomplete orthatthere is something to justify the conclusion that the parties have
entered into a fresh contract (phillips v Eijinson (1941) 65 CLR 221 (233.4)). There is a distination
between "entire" and "divisible" contracts and a qualifying doctrine of substantial pertomiance.

Sometimes circumstances will warrant a new contract or give rise to a restitution ary claim in respe

of part performance. The Law Reform Committee of South Australia has recommended reforming

the rule in Cutter v PowerI(19th report).

Normally, any nori performance of a contractual obligation amounts to a breach of contract. This wi

give the innocent party the right to claim damages for any loss suffered as a result. However, in

some circumstances the breach will also have the effect of giving the innocent party the option of

"terminating" or "discharging" the contract as well. Where obligations are mutually dependent and
concurrentthe party purporting to terminate the contract must show that he/she was ready and wi ling

to perform histher obligations (Foren v hight)

TERMINATION FOR BREACH: A contract can be terminated on the breach of an essential term or

condition as opposed to a mere warranty (Associated Newspapers v Bancks (1951) 83 CLR 322). In
Trainways v Luna Park (1938) 38 SR(NSVV) 632

The test of essentiality is whether it appears from the general nature of the contract considered as a
whole, or from some particulartenn or terms, that the prontise is of such importance to the prontisee

that he would not have entered into the contract miles^ he had been assured of a strict or a substantial

performance of the promise, as the case maybe, and that this ought to havebeen apparentto the
prontisor (641-2)
ACTIVITY

,

,

Whatis meant by "repudiation" and "frustration" of a contract? Give examples of how they apply to
real estate?

4.210ENTIFYWHETHERACONTRACTHAS BEENVALIDLYTERMINATED FROM
INFORMATION PROVIDED IN CASE STUDIES
See 4.1

4.3 EXPLAIN THE REMEDIESAVAiLABLE To AN INNOCENT PARTYFOR BREACH OF
CONTRACT

Read Lang: Chapter, O The conclusion ordischarge of a contract andremedies
REMEDIES

A plaintiffto a contract may seek the equitable remedy of specificpeiformance. This is an order

from the court to the defendant to complete the contract orsome part of the contract. Damages may
be awarded in lieu of specific performance under the various Supreme Court rules.

This is the most common contractual remedy in an action for damages for breach of contract. The

object is to compensate the plaintiff forthe loss resulting from the defendant s breach. The plaintiff is
entitled to be put in the same position as ifthe defendant had performed the contract. The plaintiff is
entitled to compensation for expectatibn loss

Where a party sustains a lossby reason of a breach of contract he is, so far as money can do i^ to be
placed in the same position with respectto damages, asifthe contract hadbeenperfonned -

Robinson vHormon 11848jl Exch 850 (855) Parke B
ACTIVITY
Do not submit to your supervisor

What is the rule applying to restitution in contract? Give examples of how it operates in real estate.
RESTITUTION: Restitution claims are founded on the need to prevent unjust enrichment. It is an
action for money had and received to recover money paid under an ineffective contractforwhich

nothing has been received in return. That is, there is a total failure of consideration. Also restitution
as quantum meruitforreasonable recompense for services rendered under an ineffective contract.

ASSIGNMENT
To be submitted to your supervisor
Length: 1000 words

,

,

Two important equitable remedies are "injunction' and "specific performance". Define and explain
each remedy. Show with examples howthese remedies are used for breaches of real estate
contracts.

APPENDIXA

AGLOSSARYOFSOME OFTHETERMS USED INTHIS MODULE

BILATERAL CONTRACT: A bilateral contractis one where the parties eXchange promises. On the

other hand, in a UNILATERAL CONTRACT, one party performs his promise on the making of the
contract butthe other party (whose identity is often unknown at that time) promises to perform in the
future. For example, a reward notice.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE: A form of negotiable instrument such as a cheque.

CONTRACTS UNDER SEAL: A solemn mode of expressing consent to a contractin a written
document such as a deed. Statutes have freed up the rigorous requirements of the Common Law so
that today, any act done with the intention of sealing is sufficient.
COURTS OF RECORD: A court where the acts and judicial proceedings are recorded, and has the
authority to'fine and imprison for contempt of its authority.
EXECUTED CONTRACT: An executed contractis one where both parties have completed their

promises under the contract and once executed, it has no legal significance. On the other hand, an
EXECUTORY CONTRACT is one where one or both parties have yet to fulfiltheir promise(s). If one

party only has fulfilled his promise then the contract is executed to him but executory as to the other
party.

FORMAL CONTRACTS: Formal contracts include feeognizances, contracts under seal, judgments of
courts of record, and possibly, bills of eXchange. They are the most powerful contracts and derive
theirforce from the formal character of their creation. The necessary requirements for DEEDS are

outlined for example, in the Conveyancing Act 1951 (ACT), ss26, 41 Law of Property Act(SA) and

s54A Conveyancing Act 19/9 (NSVV). A deed is required by the Common Law forthe sale of land.
The Imperial Acts (Substituted Provisions ) Act 1986 (ACT) Sch2, Part 11, c14 applies as the rule for
formality in the sale of land comes from the old English Statute of Frauds, 1677. The registration of

deeds come under the Conveyancing Astrot9 (NSVV) Pt XXlll; Registration of Deeds Act 1935 (SA).

The Registration of Deeds Act 1957 (ACT) establishes a deeds registration system but unlike the
NSW and SA systems, does not confer priority on registered over unregistered instruments.

INFORMAL CONTRACT:Informal contracts are all contracts other than formal contracts. They are

also known as "simple" or "parol" (oral) contracts. Informal contracts are allthat is necessary forthe
sale of most chattels, for example, a car.

q
,

.

RECOGNIZANCES: The acknowledgment before a court of record of an obligation or bond, that is
afteiwards enrolled in some court of record. For example, to appear in court, or keep the peace.

.

